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Summary
A tau computer program. GRID3C, has been
develop-d for accurately generating periodic.
boundary-conforming, three-dimensional,
consecutively relined computational rids OxAc bk
to realistic axial turbomadtiaery geometries. The
method is based on using two analytic functions to
generate two-dimensional grids on a number of
coaxial axisymmetric surfaces positioned between the
centerbody and the outer radial boundary. These
bounder, fitted grids are of the C-type and are
characterized by quasi-orthosonality and geoa ric
periodicity. The built-in nonorthoronal coordinate
stretchings and shearings cause the grid clustering in
the regions of interest. The stretdsing parameters are
pan of the input to GRID3C. In its present version
GRID3C can generate and store a maximum of four
consecutively refined three-dimensional grids. The
output grid coordinates can be calculated either in
the Cartesian or in the cylindrical coordinate system.
Introduction
When solving nonlinear partial differential
equations governing fluidflow, exact boundary
conditions should be applied on all boundaries. This
requirement is easily met with a grid gemmed by the
computer program GRIM, which creates a three-
dimensional C-type grid conforming to an irregularly
shaped blade (or wing), hub (or fuselage), and duct(or outer radial boundary or wind tunnel wall).
Three-dimensional boundary-conforming grids for
cascades of !lades (as well as for the single wing.
body combination) can be generated by a variety of
methods (ref. 1). The method used in the present
work (ref. 2) has the distinct advantage of being very
fast and easy to understand. It is based on two
conformal mapping functions (ref. 3) and on several
additional simple analytical relations that perform
coordinate stretchings and shearings. The general
concept is similar to an earlier work on developing
thmv-dimensional grids of an 4-type (refs. i and 4).
'Presently Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engi-
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Applicability of the Computer
Program
Computer program GRID3C Is capable of
generating x.y.x or x S r coordinates of a maxim=
of four coasemdveiy refined boundary-conforming
grids for any of the following threo-di-00sioad
configurations:(1)Arbitrarily shaped wing midmounted on an
axisymmetric fuselage: This wing-body combinadw
can be in free air or centrally positioned in a wand
tunnel having a doubly infinite axisymmetric wall.(2)Propeller-type (usually referred to as
"horizontal axis") windmill rotor having an
arbitrary number of arbitrarily shaped blades
mounted on an axisymmetric hub(3)Helicopter rotor(4)Propeller (prop-fan) for aircraft propulsion:
The propeller can be in free air or centrally
positioned in an axisysnmetric wind tunnel.(S) Axial turbomachinery stator(6)Axial turbomaehinery rotor(7)Ducted fan with rotor diameter smaller than
the duct diameter(g) Propeller for marine propulsion: The propeller
can be either free or ducted.
In the case of a turbamachinery stator, rotor, or
ducted fan the outer radial boundary represents the
surface of a duct or shroud. In the remaining text this
surface is referred to as a duct. In the case of a free
propeller. a helicopter rota in hover, or a wing-body
combination the outer radial boundary represents an
arbitrarily axisymmetricaily shaped surface po.
sitioned off the Wade tip.
It is important to note that boththe hub (or
centerbody) and the duct (wind tunnel wall or outer
radial boundary) can have different axisymmetric
shapes. The number of blades is theoretically
arbitrary, although GRID3C has certain limitations,
which are explained in the following section. Each
blade can be defined by as many as 43 different local
airfoil sections. The General blade (or wing) can
Incorporate an arbitrary spa "dw	 of
chord length. thickness. twist angle, sweep angle. and
dihedral an*. ORID3C is equally applic" to
Wades (or wings) with Munt (or rounded). wedged.
and cusped trading and/or leading edges. The
trailing edge can be open or dosed and the grid will
conform with the approximate wake shape.
Note that in the can of a wing-body combination
or a propeller the load airfoil sbapea at the off-tip
locations do not have to be specified in the input to
GRID3C. This spanwise extension of the blade shape
off the tip will be performed automatically by the
code while keepitt the same gap-to-chord ratio and
airfoil shape as spedfkd at the blade (or wing) tip
location.
Limitations of the Computer
Program GRID3C
Computer program GRID3C has several
limitations. They are the following:
(1) All geometric parameters defining the blade
shape must vary smoothly in the spanwise fit.
(2) The hub and shroud are doubly infinite. if the
aNual hub has a finite length, it must be specified as
having thin "stings' extending from the end pants
toward the axial infinities.
(3) The hub and shroud radii must vary smoothly
in the direction of the axis of rotation.
(4) The blade tip chord kWh mast have a
nonzero value.
(3) The maximum number of blades is limited by
the fact that the minimum loci value of the gap-to-
chord ratio at any spanwise station must be greater
than approximately (h/c),st„ z0.63, where h is the
arc kWh spacing between the byes and c is the
local blade chord length. This limiting ratio is higher
if the blade sections are highly staggered or the
airfoils have higher camber and relative thickness.
The maximum number of blades NB can be a priori
estimated as
NBs2v[ r^ 1\` C f (h/C)min
where r is radial distance from the axis of rotation,
(6) The maximum absolute value of the local
stagger angle (angle between chord tine and
merWional plane) for typical axial compressor blades
is limited in GRID3C to #w,aa s63'. The value of
A„ can be considerably larger -90') in the
outer portions of wind turbine blades or propellers
where (M/c) is also very large. In an axial gas turbine
blade row, i will be lower because of the low
values of (!t/c)jw, and the high camber and relative
thickness.
(7) GRID3C does not allow for the existence of
part-span dampers between blades.
(t) Besides bWea, hub, and shroud. no other
solid bawm1ariaa my be prasetR in the flow field.
A disadvantage of the pr*M method is that it is
not applicable for very thick. highl y twisted and
cambered blades that are very dossiy spaced.
Grid-Generating Concept
When analyzing any of the configurations
mentioned in the section on applicability, it is
sufficient to consider a single rotationally periodic
segment of the flow field (fig. 1). This segment is a
doubly infinite periodic volume stretching in the
direction of the axis of rotation. The volume has
constant angular width of 360'/NB, where NB is the
total ember of blades. The blades have arbitrary
spenwhe distn1wtIons of taw, sweep. ahedral, and
twist won. The local airfoil shapes can vary in an
arbitrary fashion aloft the blade span. The rotor hub
and the duct (or shroud) an have different arbitrary
axisymmetric shapes. Such an arbitrary three-
dimestdorunl physical domain is first discrertiaed in the
spanwise di^ertion by a number of coaxial
axisymmetric surfaces that are, in general. spaced
between the hub and the shroud. Each of these
surfaces is then discretised.
The m aJor aroblem In generating and discretizins
the axisymmetric surfaces is an accurate
determination of the intersection contours between
the irregular blade surface and the coaxial
axisymmetric surfaces cutting the blade. The
coordinates of the points on these contours are
defined by fitting cubic splines along the blade and
interpMating at the radial stations corresponding to
each axisymmetric surface (ref. 2).
Once the shape of the intersection contour on a
particular cutting axisymmetric surface is known, the
problem becomes one of discretising a doubly
connected two-dimensional domain (fig. 2).Such a
two-dimensional domain is mapped cotformally on a
unit circle (fig. 3) with the analytic function (ref. 3)
I - is + NB est 120 sin d + 2 cos d In(2 cos 0)
+c — +e(In Iv— iv) — 2 cos R (1— w)
The unit circle is "unwrapped." with the second
analytic function (ref. 3)
w-tanh 
('2)
Resulting is a deformed rhomboidal shape that is
then nonorthogonally sheared In the horizontal and
vertical directions to give a rectangular X. Y
computational domain (fig. 4). A uniform grid in the
X. Y plane that is symmetrically spaced with respect
to the Y axis remaps back into thephysical plane as a
C-type boundary-conforming grid (fig. S). The actual
radial coordinates are obtained by fitting cubic
splines along the C-type grid lines and interpolating
at a number of axial stations at which the radius of
the corresponding axisymmetric surface is known. 	 NY
Computer Program
Gemml Deeeriptlea
on the first (coarse) grid in the direction of the
campumlo ai X suds. Suggeued Value is
NX-20. Users of GRID3C should remem-
ber that NX must be an eves number. The
maximum value for NX is 140.
number of grid cells to be generated in the
computational Y direction, that is, the num-
ber of C-layers of grid cells around the
alafe on the first (ccma) grid. Suggested
m; i4num value is NY -3. It is advisable to
st,ecify the value of NY from the following
The computer program GRID3C consists of a
main program (fig. 6) and foe subroutines. Input to
GRID3C is accomplished by a separate deck of
cards, which will be discussed in detail in the
following section. Parts of the output from GRID3C
appear in standard computer printout form: the
major portion of the output (representing
coordinates of each grid point) is automatically
written on tapes or disks (units 11. 12, 13, and 14).
The main program reads all input data and
determines coordinates of the intersection contours
created by the axisymmetric computational surfaces
and the blade surface. This is performed by fitting
cubic splines (subroutine SPLIF) along the blade
span and interpolating (subroutine INTPL) at
desired radial stations (ref. 2). The intersection
contour on each axisymmetric surface is expressed in
sheared cylindrical coordinates and iteratively
mapped by using subroutine TRANSF onto a
deformed unit circle. Subroutine TRANSF
"unwraps" the circle with the semislit. The resulting
deformed rhomboidal shape is then transformed into
a parallelepipedal shape by using nonorthogonal
coordinate stretching and shearing in both
coordinate directions. Subroutine TRANSF maps
points back into the sheared axisymmetric surface.
Coordinates of the resulting body-conforming grid
on each periodic strip are then interpolated on their
respective axisymmetric surface. Subroutine
XYZINF suitably shapes grid cells at axial infinity
cutoff boundaries. XYZINF also generates periodic
and imaginary grid points (fig. 7). Finally, x,y,t or
x.8,r coordinates are writter on disks or tapes
numbered unit 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Impat
An example of the entire input to GRID3C, in cud
form, is shown in figure 8. The first card is the title
card on which the user can write as many as 80
alphanumerical characters (rig. 9) specifying the
name of the input deck. This text will also appear on
the output listing from GRID3C.
The second card contains:
NB number of blades. The minimum value is
NB-2.
NX number of grid cells to be generated on the
blade surface, that is the number of grid cells
NY - NX/4
The maximum value is NY-40. The number
of grid cells between the trailing edge
and the downstream infinity (wake cells) is
automatically assumed as equal to NY.
Hence, the total t,umber of grid ails on any
C4aya is
NXX - NX + 2•NY
NZ number of grid cells to be generated in the
spanwise direction (computations: Z direr
tion) from the hub to the outer radial bound-
ary on the rust (coarse) grid. The shape and
radial distance of the outer boundary surface
will be specified later in the input. The maxi-
mum value is NZ -40
NT number of grid cells to be generated in the
spanwise direction from hub to tip on the first
(coarse) grid. The value of NT should be
NTsNZ-3
NT is equal to NZ only when r, is equal to the
radius of the outer boundary, where rr is the
rotor radius.
NH number of input points defining hub and sting
surface. The maximum value for NH is 43.
ND number of input points defining duct (or outer
radial boundary) surface. The maximum value
for ND is 43. ND must be equal to or less than
NH.
NP number of input planes. The maximum value is
NP - 43 (fig. 10).
NG number of grids to be generated. It NG-1,
only the coarse three-dimensional Sri  consist-
ing of (NXX •NY•NZ) grid cells will be gener-
ated and its xy,z (or x,8,:) coordinates perma-
npntly stored on unit 11. If NG - 2, this coarse
grid will be automatically refined by doubling
the number of grid cells in each of three
computational directions. Coordinates of this
refined (second) grid will then be written on
unit 12, but the coordinates of the coarse
(first) grid will remain stored on unit 11. If
NG - 3. the second grid will also, be refined in
the same manner as was the first grid. The co-
ordinates of this fine (third) grid will then be
written on unit 13. If NG - 4, the sane pro-
cedure will be repeated. and the Coordinates
of the fourth (final) grid will be written on
unit 14. Users of GRID3C should be aware
of the computer storage requirements result-
ing from the successive grid refinement
procedure (fig. 10. The present version of
GRID3C is capable of automatically gener-
ating coordinates fo_ as many as four
(NG=4) refined rids. the fourth grid hav-
ing a maximum of 240 x 40 x 40 grid cells.
These values can be changed by duoging
COMMON and DIMENSION statements.
NC coordinate system preference index. If NC ! 1
output coordinates will be Cartesian (x,vg).
If NC - 0 output coordinates will be cylindri-
cal (x,d,r).
XX X coordinate stretching parameter (ref. 2). If
XX =1.0 grid points on the blade surface
will be equidistantly wed with respect to tie
blade surface arc length. If XX> 1.0 the geld
points will be symmetrically clustered
closer to the leading edge and the trailing
edge. The input value for XX must be in the
region
1.40>XXa1.0
YY Y coordinate stretching parameter (ref. 2). if
YY =1.0 the C-type grid layers will be mildly
clustered towards the blade surface. If
YY > 1.0 the C-type grid layers will be clus-
tered closely to the blade surface and the
wake. The suggested value is
1.05 s YY a0.95
ZZ Z coordinate stretching parameter (ref. 2). If
ZZ = 0.0 the axisymmetric computational sur-
faces will be equidistantly spaced in the axial
direction. If ZZ>0.0 these surfaces will be
symmetrically clustered closer to the huF sur-
face and the blade tip redricn. The suggested
value is
0.75 aZZ z0.0
DZ length scaling coefficient. DZ multiplies all
output length coordinates generated by
GRID3C program.
input kvh output ktteth DZ
units units
meters amen i.000
feel feet 1.000
reef meters 0.3048
n+eten ran 3.3808
RT rotor radius, or wing half span rd. length.
SA setter 0") angle of the blade, des. SA
represents the constant angle that will be
aided to the kcal am" (twist)
angle at each spanwise input station when
generating a sequence of grids for a variable-
pitch rotor (or state). Each time it is neces-
sary to change the value of SA only; the rest of
the input should stay the same.
XE distance between the blade trailing edge and
the downstream boundary of the floN do-
main. XE is expressed in average blade
chord lengths.
A number of the following input cards (card 4 to
card m in fig. 9) specify hub and duct geometry. Each
of then input cards lists the following values:
xa x coordinate of the input putt on the hub or
sting surface
ra r coordinate of the input point on the hub or
sting surface
xa x coordinate of the input point on the outer
radial boundary
rd r coordinate of the input point on the outer
radial boundary
Hub and shroud surfaces should be defined at least a
distance of (2tr/NB)re upstream of the rotor.
Butte geometry is defined on NP parallel input
planes (fig. 10). where the first input plane (N=1)
must be entirely inside the hub and the last input
plane must be entirely at or beyond the shroud sur-
face or outer radial boundary surface.
The following input card (card m + 1 in fig. 9) con-
tains geometric parameters specifying the first input
plane (N=1). These parameters are
ZL	 z coordinate of the blade leading edge on
the Nth input plane (fig. 10)
XL x coordinate of the blade leading edge on
the Nth input plane (fig. 10). The origin
of the xAr coordinate system is
arbitrarily positioned on the x axis.
Blade stacking axis corresponds to z
axis (or r axis).
YL	 y coordinate of the blade leading edge on
the Nth input plane (fig. 10).
CH chord length (not the projected chord
length) of the blade on the Nth input
plane (fig. 12). Although the chord
length is always a positive number,
the value of CH can be assigned a
negative sign, thus indicating if a
single airfoil shape is to be used for the
blade design. If CH>0 on the Nth
input plate, the airfoil shape on the
(N+ 1)th input plane is the same as it
was on the Nth input plane. if CH <0.
the airfoil shape on the (N+ 1) th input
plane is different from the airfoil shape
on the Mh input plane (fig. 13).
TW angle between the blade chord on the Ms
input plane and the x axis (fig. 12), dog.
TW is positive on figure 12.
IPNT nu mher of input points defining airfoil
shape on Mw Input plane. The input
points are given in the clockwise
direction starting from the trailing-
edge point. if the airfoil shape is non-
symmetric. IPNT must be an even num-
ber (counting the trailing-edge point
twice). If the airfoil shape is symmetric,
IPNT must be an odd number. and only
coordinates of pants on the lower
surface of the airfoil should be specified.
The value of IPNT can vary from one
Mh plane to the next. Maximum number
is IPNT =167.
The following set of input cards (card m + 2 to card n
in fig. 9) specifies the x' and y' input coordinates
(fig. 12) defining the airfoil shape on the Nth input
plane. The origin of the x',y' coordinate system is
arbitrarily positioned with respect to the airfoil
leading edge (fig. 12). The input coordinates x' and
y' do not have to be normalized with respect to the
chord length. Scalings, rotation. and translation of
the input coordinates will be performed auto-
matically by the GRID3C program. The coordinate
axis x' does not have to be parallel with the x
coordinate axis, but it must be in the Nth input plane.
Ali the x' coordinates are specified in the input
separately, followed by all the y' coordinates
(figs. 8 and 13). The number of x' (or y') coordinates
that can be specified on each input card is eight (fig.
9). If the total number of input points (IPNT) is not a
multiple of eight, the remainder of the last input card
of a set specifying x' coordinates (as well as the last
card specifying y' coordinates) should be filled with
the values .r' - 0 (or y' - 0).
This concludes all the input data needed for the
Mh input plane.
The (N+ 1)th input plane and the airfoil shape are
defined on the following set of input cards, starting
with card n+ 1 in figure 9. These cards are identically
formatted as are the cards from m+ I to n (fig. 9). If
CH > 0 on card m + 1, the (N + i )rh input plane will
be defined by a single input card having the format of
card m + 1, as can be seen in figure 13.
Output
Parts of the output of GRID3C will appear in
printed form and require approximately three pages
of computer printout (fig. 14). The main result of
GRID3C are coordinates of three-dimensional body-
conforming grids (or grid, if NG -1). The
coordinates of the coarse (first) grid will be
automatically written on tape (or disk) unit 11. If
NG = 2 in the input data, coordinates of the second
(refined) grid will be written on unit 12; and if
NG = 3. the coordinates of the third (fine) grid will be
written on unit 13. If NO - 4. the coordinates of the
fourth (final) &rid will be written on unit 14. This
storage arras punt provides the um with an
opportunity to display and analyze each &rid
separately. All the WRITE statements are
unformatted and could be found in the main
The output listing specifiesthe data contained on
the first m input cards as well as each (rte+ I)tb card.
This serves for easier detecting of errors that tray
have been made during the preparation of the input.
The output from GRID3C continues with awing
of the following parameters defining airfoil shapes
on each of the K computational axisymmetric
surfaces (fig. 14).
XLEAD x coordinate of blade leading edge on Kth
,urface
ZLEAD z coordinate of blade leading edge on Kth
surface
YLEAD y coordinate of blade leading edge on Kth
surface
CHORD chord length of blade (side projection on
x-t plane) on Kth surface
CHORD - [(yTE-yLEY+(xTE-xLEAi12
TWIST angle between blade chord on Kth surface
(side projection on x-t plane) and axis of
rotation, deg
TWIST - sin - t [(yTE -yam/CHORD]
K label (index) number of particular
computational axisymmetric surface
generated by GRID3C. The parameter K
varies from K - 2 (hub surface) to
K - NZ*NG + 2 corresponding to the
duct or outer radial boundary surface
Thus the total number of axisymmetric
computational surfaces that will be generated and
stored on, for example, tape 14 is
MAXZM - NZ •4 +1
Because subroutine XYZINF generates a layer of
imaginary points inside the blade and the wake
(J - MAXYP) as well as one layer (J -1) of points
off the periodicity (fig. 7) boundaries (J - 2). the
total number of C-type layers of points generated on
each Kth axisymmetric surface is
MAXYP - NY • NG + 3
Similarly, GRID3C generates grid points on the
vortex sheet or wake trailing from the blade trailing
edge (fig. 7). GRiD3C also generates two lines (1-1
and 1- MAXXP) of points off the downstream
infinity. Hence the total number of points generated
on each C-type layer is
MAXXP - NXX • NG + 3
As a consequence. tape 11 will contain coordinates
of (NXX + 3)•(NY + 3)•(NZ + 1) grid points. tape 12
will contain coordinates of (NXX•2+3)•
(NY•2+3)•(NZ+2+1) grid points. tape 13 will
contain coordinates of (NXX•3+3)*(NY•3+3)e
(NZ•3+ 1) grid points. and tape 14 will contain
coordinates of (NXXM+3)*(NY-4+3)•(NZ*4+1)
grid points. These coordinates are written on corre-
saonding tapes in a single-precisma unformatted
form.
To assure the user of GRID3C that each grid was
stored on its corresponding tape or disk, the
following output control parameters are printed after
grid was generated on each Kth surface:
NTAPE tape (or disk) unit number on which the
appropriate grid from Kth surface was
stored
MAXXP. total number of grid points (MAXXP•
MAXYP MAXYP) extracted from the finest grid
on Kth surface and stored on tape with
the unit number NTAPE
Elements of a three-dimensional C-type periodic
grid generated by GRID3C code for a simple wing-
body combination (fig. 8) are shown in figure 15.
Note that the physical wing is rectangular. Its
extension in the off-tip region is automatically
generated by GRID3C while keeping the gap-to-
chord ratio the same as at the wing tip location. For
clarity reasons only one of the axisymmetric (in this
case cylindrical) surfaces is shown, and the inter-
section contours of other surfamwith the wing
surface are indicated. Figures 16 and 17 represent the
discratized blade surface and the hub surface of an
eight blade advanced NASA prop-fan configuration.
Note the fact that in this case the hub has a variable
radius.
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1.000861 6.159690 1.640198 6.664996
5-809000 •.15088• S-081489 6.969040
12.510991 1.150099 12.549199 6.488914
0.15001 1.44140 4.99494 -9.56881 6.69916 9.99444 9.04440 1.48888 6.99199 64
1.9109600 9.9911489 1.!8669!4 4.!861111 9.1832469 9.9799790 0.9761538 1.1716790
0.9664620 0.9612391 0.9530629 9.9448349 9.9334301 0.9247690 0.9128614 1.9996029
0.3849980 0.8696026 4.6516444 9.4329294 1.812695C 0.71155 0 1.7689999 6.7452599
1.7204158 6.6946359 0.6679229 9.6464419 9.6122866 0.5435..6'` 4.5544826 9.5251970
9.4955748 4.4669S19 6.4366679 0.4175594 9.3786620 6.3567074 9.3232188 0.2!63130
1.2707930 0.2458988 9.2221510 4.1995!50 6.1792629 9.1542188 8.1395140 9.1221471
0.1861616 9.9915460 4.0782696 0.8663594 0.1557189 4.9463184 8.9396670 9.93091980.1247470 
-0
1.9194796 9.0149950 0.0111784 4.4879626 9.9450390 6.0424490 0.6000410
0.1100900.•012491-9.9813929-•.811!536-9.6123524-0.4028964-9.8833331-6.693!490
-O.90i6ta0-0.0055041-9.1164661-4.9475649-0.0886059-9.9101!10-1.9117249-0.4134926
-1.0152230-0.9171739-1.919:614-•.42145!•-1.•237619-9.4261594-0.0296110-#.8311259
-0.03]6730-0.0362340-0.0387841-6.4413410-•.0437560-0.4411310-6.9493920-0.0505150
-0.6524729-0.6542360-t.•557910-1.4579644-0.0561231-9.0569794-0.4593378-0.05!4868
-O.OS93200-0.OSa838•-4.1589434-•.0561460-•.1555590-•.453!438-•.8521880-0.949976•
-0.0475600-0.4454340-1.04?4860-6.0397819-0.1374194-6.0342256-6.9314250-0.0286450
-0.0259010-0.l232911-0.9245376-1.41787!6-•.8151550-•.0122020-8.0865911 8.0001000
0.10000 9.00901 8.99990 4.51018 9.00100 9.90694 0.60096 1.60909 6.69004 64
0.25000 0.10000 0.06908 0.50008 0.80400 0.41810 9.90004 1.01900 6.41000 44
0.50000 0.00680 0.00980 0.50401 9.10690 4.11990 9.96000 1.00060 9.04006 64
0.75000 0.00000 9.81166 0.50990 4.90001 1.19614 6.84000 1.09094 9.64008 64
1.40000 0.69080 1.61601 9.59009 1.94090 4.98608 4.00988 1.99019 0.00044 64
1.50006 1.69900 0.10006 0.50000 8.99900 9.01010 0.11104 1.09989 1.09000 64
1.75000 0.00009 4.90000 0.59909 6.96060 0.10000 0.91009 1.08004 0.60098 64
2.00000 0.00660 0.80910 1.50606 0.14180 6.60000 1.06004 1.90060 0.10016 64
2.25000 0.09100 0.00000 1.59084 9.99006 9.01040 0.90099 1.89900 6.00006 64
2.50000 0.10090 8.00000 6.50000 1.06000 1.09010 0.10916 1.16000 0.09096 64
2.75000 0.00000 0.00101 0.50406 1.00699 0.10006 8.90101 1.08000 0.00060 66
3.00000 0.00000 0.69600 0.56900 0.90000 6.10010 0.10604 1.90000 0.00000 64
3.10000 8.88001 4.40006 0.50060 9.89010 4.60981 8.11000 1.11660 6.90906 64
3.25000 9.00000 0.88094 1.50108 0.90060 0.01019 8.91000 1.90406 0.04046 64
3.50000 0.09000 8.19000 0.50000 0.00040 0.90101 8.40000 1.00499 0.90000 64
4.00000 0.00000 0.81900 0.50000 6.80009 6.60096 9.00001 1.04144 0.60000 64
4.50000 0.00000 8.10000 4.50000 1.00900 0.00000 0.90006 1.00000 4.10000 64
5.50000 0.10000 0.06001 9.50000 0.90010 0.01801 1.00000 1.80000 0.90006 64
6.50000 0.00000 9.09901 0.50090 4.10001 0.09900 0.19098 1.00901 0.90000 64
8.50000 0.91004 0.99069 9.50400 8.06911 6.00419 6.06600 1.19088 0.00000 64
Figure 8. -Complete input for a geometry consisting of a doubly infinite circular cylinder and a
midmounted, rectangular, unswept wing composed of NACA 0012 airfoil sections. The wing is at zero
angle of attack. Note that only the lower wing surface points ore specified because the airfoil is
symmetric.
Y T *
Odom
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Card Format
MU
I--•-------------------------------•---
am
NF, NX. NY. NZ. NT. N$ NDy NP. NG, NC
?-X. YY, ZZ, DZ, RT, SA, X 
3 ------------7(3x, F7.3)------------
XHUS (D. RHUB (D. XDUCT ID. ROM ID
4 tats ------------------^6----------------
z  XI♦ YU CH. TW, XSI, YSt, XS2, YS2, IPN% NM+I -- -------------- ^ ---- ^ ------------•--
5F9.	 4F8.	 I3
x' QX .... x' 1E)
Im+Dip n •-------------------------------------
wit?
Y. u)..... Y.
 
48)
n +I ----------------	 ---------------- 
nentnSw
Figure 4. — General input format for GRID3C computer code.
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Figure 10. - Input planes and corresponding input parameters.
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Figure 11. - Computer requirements and GRID3C performance charts as evaluated on an IBM 370/3033
computer.
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Figure 12. — Relation between the global (x y,z) coordinate system and the input (x', y', z) coordinate
system.
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FOURIV-SLAVE ROTOR IN A CYLINDRICAL DUCT s INPUT FOR tORI030
N0 = flout 24NY• 6N2= 6NT= 6NN=14NDs10M^ n10N9=3MC=1
xx= 1.IS$TTs 1.66122 $.300023 1.1010T • 2.6808A= 1.1Oexas 1.511
-9.601116 1.010106 -9.111411 2.610010
-7.616061 1.066611 -7.116110 2.661801
-4.184601 1.801011 -4.196111 2.110161
-8.411416 1.011601 -6.404110 2.916610
4.111400 1.110010 6.101610 2.611061
6.211011 1.411901 6.246016 2.601611
0.501101 1.114061 $.Sloss$ 2.101100
1.061001 1.061161 1.916110 2.611601
5.000001 1.111061 5.41110$ 2.601060
12.386610 1.110000 12.500101 2.116441
1.75114 0.$1466 1.40490 -9.19375 5.10166-9.16625-6.60251 0.89190 1.45399193
4.9911$64 0.9960511. 6, u9t368 1.9876641 0.6846591 0. 686887. 0.8747520 1.8699636
6.8612411 0.9513261 6.9413691 1.4304390 6.8166168 1.4061019 0.7926990 1.7797916
0.7644170 1.7496729 6.7346660 1.7194981 1.7142370 8.6499559 6.673413. 4.6397310
0.6438741 1.6292141 1.6147918 $.611653$ 1.5867991 6.5732181 1.3399451 1.5469680
I.S342949 0.5219911 6.3997769 6.4979330 6.4863336 4.4751200 1.4639249 9.4534350
0.442397$ 6.4319410 6.4216721 4.4115860 5.016321 8.3119779 9.3422460 0.3727450
0.3633L41 0.3540930 9.3449270 6.3334511 4.3264340 1.3179410 6.3090910 1.3162999
1.2913669 8.2626698 0.2742159 1.265!939 0.2576129 1.2494339 8.239994$ 6.2313491
0.2229231 0.2143141 6.205803$ 1.1973011 9.1688856 6.1613139 1.1714344 0.1633SS9
0.1546949 0.1464531 8.1390346 0.1294470 6.121301. 0.1130961 1.1047760 1.$166256
4.0885710 6.0673226 43429366 1.6727471 1.0645780 0.4374656 1,0512690 0.0434620
0.0366249 0.0304694 0.019 9370 1.0139!80 0.069362. 0.015924 9.1031230 1.9811391
-0.0002496-1.0011820-0.0620130-6.062.478-8.1014250 1.482011 6.9027300 0.1661790
0.0145370 0.0157450 4.0219941 1.0299290 4.03634SI 9.0449956 4.0541241 0.6638760
6.0840530 6.0950960 1.1068614 6.1166690 $.1296059 0.1419269 0.1333376 4.1664930
0.1781960 0.1905250 1.2034169 1.2169418 1.2310116 4.24$7269 1.2337486 9.2713270
0.2820571 1.2993930 9.3096711 1.321167t 6.3326341 4.3441826 1.3615519 1.3731119
0.3843706 1.4007030 0.4146259 1.418407. 0.4248140 8.4335961 1.4476710 6.4593640
0.4709691 0.4624880 8.4939229 1.5052731 4.5165480 0.3277431 8.3388621 1.3499170
0.5608799 0.5717829 •.5926174 1.3933956 $3646863 1.6147231 0.6252960 0.6358950
0.6462499 4.6566311 6.6669469 0.6771160 1.6973760 0.697469. 9.7075160 0.7174720
0.7273410 0.7371179 0.7467951 1.7563640 0.7658139 6.7751319 1.7643041 6.7933150
0.8021440 0.8107739 1.8191749 4.8273260 1.8351941 0.9427471 6.8499470 0.8567550
0.8631250 0.8690690 6.8743531 6.8791060 9.8832119 6.5663701 6.8891120 6.9904140
0.9910060 0.0000060 0.6000001 1.1661001 8.1006016 0.0001110 0.0100084 6.0000000
0.4539919 9.4530620 1.4515790 1.4496100 0.4474590 6.4449919 6.4422621 0.4392651
0.4359890 0.4324310 4.4285810 6.4244410 1.4206170 1.4132858 6.4142800 0.4950060
0.3994150 0.3937080 1.3477240 1.3815489 0.3752131 1.3667209 6.3621211 0.3554290
0.3466690 1.3418639 0.3330304 1.3291679 6.3213331 1.3145371 6.3177340 4.3110120
0.2943000 1.2876490 0.2910529 1.2745140 0.2680351 0.2616151 0.2532S64 0.2499350
0.2427126 0.2365240 0.2303890 0.2243050 0.2162690 4.2122779 6.2463299 0.2004210
0.1945470 0.1887070 1.1928976 4.1771151 0.1713576 1.1656211 I.1S99639 0.1342840
0 1455190 0.1428460 1.1371904 0.1315424 6.1259630 4.1202739 1.1146561 6.1090479
0.1034530 0.0979720 6.2923070 9.1967621 1.6812410 1.0737599 6.6712969 1.0648970
9.0595300 6.0542330 0.1491150 8.1439840 0.1354561 4.4339500 6.1291831 0.$243770
0.0201568 0.0194940 6.0171940 1.0121194 1.1182901 1.6031230 6.1421190-0.4105160
-0.0028810-0.0047090-1.1164499-9.4149490-0.4063920-0.0031936-6.1035240-0.1016291
0.0004440 0.6030280 0.0065260 0.9110320 0.0164240 6.1226970 6.0295161 1.8370930
0.0452390 O.OS39220 1.6630640 6.0723986 0.9824556 6.1923634 0.1028566 0.1132701
0.1329070 1.1428119 6.1528839 6.1626199 0.1713450 1.1446824 0.1911049 0.1999930
0.2074060 0.2159719 0.2246996 6.2336161 0.2426410 8.2467436 1.2579490 0.2672270
0.2734590 0.2827049 1.2889330 0.2951410 1.3012001 6.3071660 1.3158911 1.3214900
6.3269870 0,33442!0 4.3406140 6.3422531 1.3446590 1.3496410 e-3S447S1 0.3!91660
0.3637190 6.3691398 0.3724311 0.3765979 9.3466451 0.3843760 6.3893940 0.3921030
0.3957050 0.3992046 1.4026821 1.4054999 •.4091920 1.4122191 6.4152200 0.4181409
0.4209700 1.4237061 6.4263570 6.4269150 1.4313941 1.4337639 6.4369520 0.4392490
0.4403530 1.4423630 1.4442770 9.4460944 9.4478109 1.4494256 0.4509331 4.4523309
0.4336150 0.4347830 0.4559290 8.4567470 1.4575329 1.4581421 1.4586869 8.4390401
0.4592360 0.4592670 6.4591230 6.4587936 1.4562640 1.4375110 1.4564921 0.4551300
0.4539910 1.1001100 6.1000001 1.1196000 8.9090060 0.9919010 0.9100000 0.0100000
0.90009 6.01010 1.09669 1.11251 12.•0004-6.60623-0.81269 0.49100 0.43399193
1.10069 1.10000 1.10011 6.13754 16.80001-1.60025-9.11288 4.89160 9.45399193
1.25000 6.06011 0.91140 6.15625 21.!0004-$.09025-9.40299 0.69160 1.45399193
1.90004 6.00091 1.60400 -1.22540 33.00101-0.18111 0.08673 6.64276 1.76604193
6.6427974 6.6429776 1.6419551 1.6396720 6.6364030 1.6313990 0.6247291 6.6162150
8.6960446 1.5939941 1.5862349 1.3649376 8.5463478 1.5367660 9.5125310 0.4939809
0.4734390 6.4571600 9.4394311 6.4223599 1.4861799 6.3996491 6.3760971 1.3624176
6.1495801 0.3375469 0.3262660 6.3136669 0.3057499 1.2964139 0.2876910 6.2792900
1.2714280 1.2639741 0.2569910 1.2301450 1.2437161 0.2375460 1.2316416 1.2259660
4.2205149 1.2152291 0.2101316 0.2651926 1.2103496 9.1957360 6.1911931 1.1967590
0.1424239 9.1741771 1.1741119 6.1699179 1,1656996 1.1619171 1.1579960 1.1541190
0.1502801 6.1464739 9.1426 938 1.1399370 1.1331971 1.1314690 0.1277468 0.1240349
9.1213139 1.1165911 9.1126600 6.1091161 9.1153596 1.1913921 9.8977630 1.1939600
0.6911099 6.1162319 1.0823231 8.1763830 1.0744110 9.1704641 6.0663696 0.9623030
6,0562111 6.4549950 0.1499621 6.1459189 1.1416711 0.1373350 1.1334211 1.0293490
1.1253371 1.1214111 8.1176621 0.4139441 1.0114614 1.1172561 93642871 6.0014950
Is
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-0.0011110-1.0032210-6.0148540-6.0053530-4.0052974-6.9123484-0.0001040 0.0033010
0.0680300 1.1134560 0.1163020 1.0265781 1.1360131 1.1471301 1.0565924 8.4697404
0.0833446 6.1952360 6.1112531 1.1135646 6.1111766 1.1323511 .1444229 1.1363339
0.1686S19 0.1793461 0.1907831 6.2117711 1.2124990 0.2229671 0.2331766 1.2431340
0.2526490 6.2623276 1.2715784 1.2606120 6.2494390 6.2981680 1.3065079 0.3147700
1.3228610 1.3307916 1.3385681 0.3462010 1.3536946 1.3610590 1.3693100 0.3734250
1.3824400 1.3993520 0.3961661 6.4129670 6.4199221 1.4161759 1.4225529 4.424 9590
0.4352996 0.4415739 1.4477951 6.4539616 6.4606771 1.4661469 6.4721749 6.4791650
0.4641191 6.4908420 1.4959351 0.5418620 0.5076446 1.5134656 6.5192651 1.5251466
0.5309100 6.S365559 0.5422850 1.5479960 1.55$6978 8.5593551 8.5649996 0.5786120
4.5761990 1.5817220 03672001 1.5926121 1.5979420 1.6631711 1.6182780 6.61323516.6190091 1.6223600 8.6264446 6.6389038 1.6343751 1.6374851 1.6411476 8.6419101
0.6427870 0.6086008 0.6410000 1.0101000 0.8110061 6.1411081 1.1101010 0.6000000
0.7660440 1.7650840 0.7632050 0.7602940 6.7563210 1.7511794 1.7447630 0.7369699
4.7277229 1.7169768 1.7647279 6.6911320 1.6759970 1.6597981 1.6426241 8.6247420
0.6064066 1.5878699 1.5693691 1.5511061 8.5332436 1.5159164 6.4991879 1.49313010.4677629 6.4530908 1.4391011 6.4257700 0.4136706 6.4619641 0.3994161 0.3783880
0.3678440 1.1577490 1.3460651 1.3397650 1.3299166 8.3211916 1.3124639 8.30481090. 1 970091 8.2494379 0.2920790 0.2749131 0.2679261 0.2611011 1.2544231 0.2478810
0.2414620 0.2351540 0.2289451 0.2228296 4.2167966 0.2169241 0.2149228 4.1990751
0.1932730 6.1975160 1.1617900 4.1766926 0.1764151 1.1647548 0.1591836 0.1534570
0.1478110 1.1421631 1.1365661 1.1388399 4.1251666 0.1194650 0.1137519 1.1081230
0.1022761 1.0965131 0.6947376 0.0840310 0.1791610 4.6733736 4.6675990 0.0619496
0.0561388 1.1504846 6.6449896 6.1394411 4.1341661 1.1249454 6.1239960 8.0193130
0.0149490 8.0109690 0.8174450 6.1144551 9.6020860 6.1004156-1.1104124-0.0014990
0.0007290 0.603425A 4.6075326 4.1131461 0.6213171 1.03669 91 9.9446906 0.03336900.0697920 9.0930480 0.0951130 0.1146524 1.1357256 4.IS91134 0.1925171 1.2041319
0.2291909 0.2499590 0.2741501 8.2799920 0.2847149 1.3058631 4.3223638 4.3316331
0.3530660 0.3674240 1.3811359 1.3942329 1.4167491 9.4147199 4.4301910 4.4411629
0.4516979 1.4618170 0.4715469 0.4809150 1.4199449 4.4996571 0.5070740 0.5152150
0.5230970 0.5307370 6.5381300 4.5433489 4.3323481 1.5591598 0.3657920 9.5722580
0.5795669 0.5847266 0.5967460 1.5966331 1.6023960 1.6091400 4.6135730 1.6190000
0.6243260 0.6295580 1.6346999 0.6397576 6.6447330 0.6496331 0.6544590 1.6592150
0.6639040 8.6645300 0.6730940 0.6773990 4.6820469 0.6864190 0.6907760 0.6950600
0.6992900 9.7034670 0.7975860 0.7116530 0.7156606 4.7194064 0.7234M 6.7272969
0.7310320 0.7146930 0.7382420 0.7416 970 4.7454370 1.7482446 1.7513116 4.7541871
0.7569750 6.7513369 0.7615350 6.7634310 0.7649130 1.7660980 1.7667471 1.7666570
0.7660440 9.0000000 0.0001008 0.0010004 9.9000086 1.0600100 0.0000006 0.0040000
1.85000 0.00000 0.10000 1.23125 34.50000-1.00111 6.00073 0.64279 6.76614193
1.90001 0.00000 1.40040 1.23751 33.30010-0.10111 9.19073 1.64279 0.76604193
1.95000 0.00000 0.00000 0.24375 36.20000-1.60111 6.01073 0.64279 0.76604193
2.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.25000 3).64000-0.00111 6.00073 0.64278 9.76604193
2.10000 0.00000 1.00000 0.26250 38.20006-6.00111 0.99073 1.64279 0.76604193
Figure 13. - An imput example describing geometry of a forty-blade ducted rotor with a linear spanwise
blade chord variation. The blade is composed of two airfoil shapes.
)F POOR QUALMY
3-9 MULTILEVEL BOUNDARY-CONF8RMIN8 PERIODIC ORIDB
("t"-TYP 8RI0)
NASA Lewis COMPUTATIONAL FLUID	 static"
(41I03C) DEVELOPED 811 DJORDJE S. W1.19RAVICH
s+sses+ss++asses•sss+++sss+++++se:s++s+sss+ss
INPUT PARAMETERS
FOURTY-BLADE ROTOR IN A CYLINDRICAL DUCT I INPUT FOR (ORI03C)
NB	 NXNY	 NZ	 NT	 NN	 NO	 NP	 NO	 NC
40	 24	 6	 6	 6	 10	 30	 10	 3	 1
XX	 YY	 22	 02	 RT	 SA	 XE
1.150	 1.111	 0.586	 1.010	 2.001	 0.010	 1.510
x14Ua(1)	 RNU8(1)	 XDUt?(I)	 ROUCT(l)	 I
	
-0.100111E 11	 8.110111E 41	 -0.100110E 01	 1.200010E 11
	
1
	
-1.711001E 01	 1.111111E 11	 -1,711001E 11	 1.211181E 11
	 2
	
-1.481010E 11	 0.111011E 11	 -1.411011E 11	 0.201001E 41
	 3
	
1.401100E 44	 1.111111E 91	 -0.400010E 41	 1.208011E 4/	 4
1.000111	 0.110111E 11	 8.101100
	 0.211010E 81	 S
	
0.201010E 04	 1.111811E 41	 8.211110E 00	 0.218088E 01	 6
	
1.501100E 10	 0.111011E 11	 8.500100E 04	 1.201010E 81	 1
	
1.111801E 11	 1.111001E 11	 0.111011E 11	 8.210010E 01	 8
	
1.310110E 11	 0.110018E 11	 8.501010E 11	 0.210111E 11
	
1
	
0.125011E 12	 8.110111E 61	 0,125011E 02
	 1.218801E 11
	 l8
2L	 XL	 YL	 CM	 TM	 XS1	 YSI	 X32	 YS? IPNT N
0175000	 0.81010	 0.10116 -1.11375	 8.11000 -0.01125 -1.06288	 0.81100
	
6.45311 113 1
0.90100	 4.10101	 0.00000	 1.11251 12.00000 -1.11025 -1.16288 	 1.81111	 8.45311 113 2
1.11000	 0.10116	 1.10010	 1.13751 16.40000 -1.01023 -1.11288 	 1.81100	 1.45391 111 3
1.25000	 1.40000	 0.01100	 0.13623 21.51001 -1.11125 -1.11288 	 1.81118	 0.45311 113 4
1.80001	 1.10000	 6.00000 -1.22501 13.14100 -4.10111	 1.11073
	
0.64278
	
0.76614 113 3
1.85001	 1.10011	 0.10601	 1.23123 34.54000 -1.11111	 1.11173
	 8.64278	 1.76604 113 1
1.10008	 0.10110	 0.01100	 1.23750 33.51000 -1.00111	 0.00173
	
1.64278
	
1.76604 113 7
1.15000	 0.00011	 0.01610	 0124375 36.20000 -0.10111	 1.10073	 0.64278
	
0.76104 113 8
2.00010	 1.11010	 1.41001	 0.25100 37.41010 -0.11111	 0.10073	 0.64278	 0.76604 111 1
:.10001	 1.10010	 1.00100	 0.26250 38.20181 -0.01111 	 0.10073	 0.64278	 1.76814 113 10
OUTPUT PARAMETERS
ZLEAD
	
XLEAD
1.060010 -1.100000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXPsl47
NTAPE 2 12	 MAXXPX 75
NTAPE 2 11	 MAXXPn 31
1.021070 -4.000100
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXP2147
1.043544 -1.000000
NIAPE 2 13	 MAXXP=147
NTAPE 12 MAXXP* 75
1.068721 -1.111000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXP=147
1.017750 -0.000010
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXP9147
NTAPE 2 12	 MAXXPs 75
NTAPE 2 11	 MAXXPs 31
11131447 -0.000600
MTAPE 2 13	 MAXX► sl47
1.170422 -1.000000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXPs147
NTAPE s 12	 MAXXPs 75
1.214800 -0.000000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXPZ147
1.264417 -0.010008
N7APE 2 13	 MAXXPX147
141APE = 12	 MAXX► X 75
NTA► E X 11	 MAXXPs 31
1.318721 -1.010000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXX► 2147
11376874 -0.000001
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXPX147
NTAPE X I2	 MAXXP= 75
1.437737 -0.140000
NTAPE 2 13	 MAXXPX147
	
YLEAD	 CHORD
	
TWIST	 P
	
1.001000	 1.125131 14.184403	 2
MAXYP= 27
MARY► X IS
MAXY►s 1
	
1.000040	 6.127668 14.571881
	 3
MAXYP= 27
	
1.001100	 0.130451 15.111141	 4
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 13
	
1.110000	 0.133571 15.731118
	 3
MAXYP= 27
	
1,010000
	 1.137141 16.545501	 6
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 15
MAXYP= 1
	
1.000000
	 1.141272 17.557668	 7
MAXYP= 27
	
1.600000
	 1.146171 14.802124	 a
MAXYP s 27
MAXYP 2
 15
	
1.000000	 0.131616 21.226947	 1
MAXYP= 27
	
6.081100
	 1.157141 21.740360 10
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP s
 15
MAXYP s
 1
	
1.000004
	 1.164175 23.176824 11
MAXY► 2
 27
	
1.010404
	 0.172533 24.326376 12
MAXYP n 27
NAXYP s
 15
	
1.001011	 1.141341 25,464123 13
NAXYP X 27
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1.499999
NTAPE=13
NTAPE=12
NYAPE=11
1.562263
NTAPEz13
1.623121
NTAPE=13
NTAPE=12
1.681270
NTAPE=13
1.735382
NTAPE-13
NTAPE=12
NT APE- 11
1.785199
NTAPE=13
1.829377
NY APE--
NTAPE=12
1.858532
RTAPE213
1.002249
NTAPE=13
NTAPE=12
NTAPE=II
1.931270
NTAPEw13
1.956455
NTAPE=13
NTAPE=12
1.970929
NTAPE=13
2.000000
NTAPE=I3
NTAPE n 12
NTAPE=11
-0.001010
HAXXPI147
MAXXP= 75
MAXXP •
 39
-1.060008
MAXXP2147
-6.800000
MAXXP2147
MAXXPi 75
-8.061001
MAXXP=147
-1.116000
MAXXPa147
MAXXP= 73
MAXXP= 39
-1.008000
MAXXPZ147
•0.004110
MAXXP2147
MAXXP= 73
-0.000100
MAXXP=147
-0.111100
MAXXP=147
MAXXP= 75
MAXXP= 39
-0.100108
HAXXPX147
-4.000000
MAXXP=147
MAXXP n 75
-0.108010
HAXXP2147
-0.000000
MAXXP=147
MAXXP= 75
MAXXP= 39
	
1.101064
	 1.188278 26.531721 14
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP •
 15
MAXYP= t
	
1.118010	 4.196144 27.582174 13
MAXYP= 27
	
8.101001	 0.203393 28.673013 16
NAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 13
	
6.000001	 1.210338 29.841868 17
MAXYP n 27
	
0.100000	 1.216787 31.111078 li
MAXYPZ 27
MAXYP= 15
MAXYP= 9
	
1.000008	 1.222731 32.433393 19
MAXYP= 27
	
0.600810	 1.228173 33.785928 21
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 15
	
0.600000
	 1.233027 34.831196 21
MAXYP= 27
	
0.600000	 0.237211 35.457179 22
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 15
MAXYP= 9
	
0.108014	 0.240820 35.868062 23
MAXYPs 27
	
1.110010	 0.243951 36.216303 24
MAXYP= 27
MAXYP= 15
	
6.106000	 6.246746 36.568690 23
MAXYP= 27
	
1.100000	 0.249360 36.910523 26
NAXYP= 27
NAXYP= 15
MAXYP= 9
(X.Y.Z) COORDINATES OF (147*27025) m 	 99225 POINTS WRITTEN ON UNIT 13
(X.Y.Z) COORDINATES OF ( 75 0 15N13) a	 14625 POINTS WRITTEN ON UNIT 12
(X.Y.2) COORDINATES OF ( 39 n ON 7) =	 2457 POINTS WRITTEN 0h UNIT 11
Figure 14. - Output from GRIM corresponding to the input given in figure 13.
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Figure 15. — Key elements of a three-L imensional C-type grid generated by GRID3C code with the input
given in figure 8. Note the grid deterioration in the upstream region. This can be improved by modifying
parts of the main program and the subroutine XYZINF.
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Figure 16. — Parts of a three-dimensional C-type grid generated by GRJD3C code for an advanced eight.
blade NASA prop-fan. Note significant spanwise variations of blade sweep angle and chord length.
Note also that the hub surface is azisymmetric.
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Figure 17. - View of figure 16 from a different angle revealing the hellcoidal shape of the periodic strip on
the hub surface. Note the significant spanwise variation of the blade twist angle.
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